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A Parent’s Wish
Let the children fight over what’s left.
By Kristen M. Jackson, Attorney
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rom an older generation, we often hear the
or avoided through proper estate planning includwords, “I don’t need a last will and testament.
ing a last will or a revocable trust to create a comJust as I had to earn my own way, my children
fortable transfer of assets to your children.
can earn their own way, and if I have anything left
Think about this example. Joseph and Alice
over when I die, they can fight over it.” Estate plan
owned a business, a home, a truck, a car, bank acattorneys hear this all the time. Older generations
counts, investments and insurance policies. They
have developed quite an arsenal of myths and misbelieved they didn’t need a last will or trust and
information built on hearsay acquired throughout
that their children could simply split their assets
their lives from misinformed relatives, friends,
upon their death. Joseph lost his wife and a few
neighbors and other acquaintances.
years later, Joseph died. Upon his death, none of
Such misguided myths and misinformation
his children were financially established due to an
magnify false beliefs that when someone dies, reeconomic recession. All of them could benefit from
law, his/her
family
their
father’s assets valued at over $950,000. There
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family division, hatred, despair and even death.
The truck and car had substantial equity, but
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The unfortunate truth is that most families enwere repossessed because the children couldn’t
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owning assets dies. Only a small percentage of
investments remain unattainable until someone
parents prepare a last will or trust to ensure their
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assets are properly managed after their death.
Well, Mom and Dad got their wish. The
children are making their own way and still tryWhat is probate?
ing to figure out how to afford probate and fight
In Florida, it is the legal requirement that
over what’s left of the family fortune. Don’t be like
beneficiaries hire an attorney to assist in the distriJoseph and Alice. Think about the effect on your
bution of assets of someone who died having assets
family after your death and see an estate planning
valued over $7,000. Probate can be easily managed
attorney today.

